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SWITZERLAND TO AUSTRALIA
In conjunction with our Swiss partner Lamprecht Transport Ltd,
an independent, family owned company with headquarters in
Basel, we provide tailor made freight forwarding services by
air and ocean, offering supply chain management solutions to
importers and exporters.

ICE and Lamprecht today, its
strong blend of tradition, progress
and high flexibility together
with the experience of three
generations provide a sound basis
for continuous, successful growth
and stability.

AIR FREIGHT

OCEAN FREIGHT

We offer twice weekly, time
defined consolidation services
from Zurich.

Weekly consolidations from Basel
to Sydney/Melbourne, Brisbane,
Adelaide and Fremantle.

We have overnight feeder services
from Basel, Geneva, Biel or Bern.

Being medium sized companies
we are certain to provide you a
more personalised and specific
service then what you would
expect from our multinational
competitors.

Our services are confirmed to
Sydney/Melbourne, Brisbane
Adelaide and Perth.

Our containers are packed in
Basel and travel sealed to the port
of loading in Rotterdam.

Being a key market for ICE, we
are able to provide you with
estimates or proposal for routine
shipments, within 30 minutes of
receiving your request.
Give it a try. Call 1300CARGO1

A full set if Import Documentation
is available to you 36 hours after
ships departure!

AIR TRANSIT TIMES
From

To

Days

Zurich

Sydney/
Melbourne

2

Zurich

Brisbane/
Adelaide

3

Zurich

Perth

2

We only choose first class carriers
to ensure a smooth voyage.
ICE arranges all import and break
bulk arrangement and can offer
quick and economical customs
clearance and delivery services
OCEAN TRANSIT TIMES
From

To

Days

Zurich

Rotterdam

3

Rotterdam

Sydney/
Melbourne

36-39

Rotterdam

Brisbane/
Adelaide

38-41

Rotterdam Perth

ROUTE

Our published monthly sailing
schedule lets you pre-plan
your shipments.

ICE also provide in-house customs clearance, landed costings, trac/trace,
management reporting and more. Let ICE demonstrate what we can do for you.
International Cargo Express Pty Ltd

www.icecargo.com.au

A u s t ra l i a- w i d e

Sydney 02 9669 7800

1300 CARGO1

Fremantle 08 9430 7822

Brisbane 07 3868 1777
Melbourne 03 9338 4755
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